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N      So you want to learn how to manage $100K per month

     in ad spend profitably with Facebook Ads, huh?

     The good news is that you have made a wise decision

     to invest your time in checking out this case study that

     will detail exactly how our agency, Terry Foster Con-

sulting (TFC), does that for one of our e-commerce

clients, CurlMix ®  ( www.curlmix.com ). Yup - the same

CurlMix ® you may recognize from their appearance

on the show Shark Tank (this case study was written

prior to the airing)! 

 

The bad news is that managing $100K per month

profitably takes a LOT of work. If you are looking for the

shortcut to success - then please stop reading

because you aren’t going to find it here. 

 

What you will find are our systems and processes that

we have developed after spending over $10 million

dollars of ad spend, thousands of hours on testing,

and thousands of hours studying and sharpening our

craft.

In other words - nothing that you read in this extensive

 case study will be just “theory” - this is all backed by

cold, hard data that brands like CurlMix ®  pay

handsomely to collect.  

So you may be wondering “why are they sharing all of

this valuable information with me?” That’s a good

question. The bottom line is that although what we are

sharing is extremely powerful - none of it is exactly a 

secret. If you were to spend enough time and enough

money - you could find everything that we are sharing.

What we are doing is just presenting it in a pretty

package that can now serve as your go-to guide for

managing six-figures in ad spend.  

Allow us to take a few paragraphs to properly introduce

ourselves. TFC is a digital advertising agency that

specializes in helping e-commerce brands scale to

seven-figure sales quickly, efficiently, and profitably as

possible.  

 

As alluded to earlier we have managed north of

$10 million dollars of ad spend which has resulted in

over $50 million dollars of sales of physical products.  

 

Over the last four years, we have helped 11 different

e-commerce brands produce over seven-figures in

sales (with 7 of those starting from under $150K a year

in total sales prior to partnering with us). 

 

Within the e-commerce vertical our specialty is

reaching African-American consumers and converting

them into loyal customers.  

 

W H O  I S  T F C ?  



     e are passionate about
          helping business owners
transform their businesses and
their lives through the use of
effective paid media
buying - and we have put a
lot of time, energy, and heart
into this content to ensure
that it helps any and everyone
who takes the time to read
this and implement the
strategies. 
 
  Now enough about us...
  let’s get to the good stuff! 

W



B A C K G R O U N D
A lot of the information that you read from these self-

proclaimed “gurus” always have a habit of forgetting to

include the background. They seem to want to make

you think that you just need to apply some kind of

magical “formula” that they created - and presto you

can then go from 0 to 100 real quick.

That’s not how we roll - so we are going to start from

the “bottom”. 

 

When Kim first reached out us - she told us that “I suck

at Facebook ads. I need them to actually convert”. Her monthly

budget was $5K a month - and that is what we started with. 

Over the first $5K in ad spend we were able to create

$12,706 in sales for a return on ad spend (ROAS) of 254%.

CurlMix ® ’s overall sales during the time frame were $22,145.  

 We felt that this was a pretty positive first 30 days consi-

dering that we were pretty much starting from scratch.

We knew that once we got things dialed in we would be

able to increase the ROAS if the spend stayed at that level. 

 

Over the next $5K of spend we were able to increase the

ROAS up to 304%. Overall sales rose to $25,669. 



https://m.me/terryfosterconsulting?ref=w4974346
https://m.me/terryfosterconsulting?ref=w4974346

https://m.me/terryfosterconsulting?ref=w4974346

By July, we doubled the budget to $10K a month and

still maintained a ROAS of over 300%. During this time,

we also installed the Shopify App One Click Upsell

which allowed us to increase sales by approximately

10%. If you are interested in finding out more about One

Click Upsell and our strategy for it -                        and we

will send it via Facebook Messenger. 

By August, we scaled the budget up to $20K a month

and hit $95,386 in sales...falling just short of the coveted

six-figure goal that we always aim for. 

So, all in all, it took us about 5 months to take this store to

six-figures in sales. 

We didn’t have to wait long
because in September we
finally crossed six-figures
in sales! 



W H Y  S C A L E

To get that $255K in sales we needed to spend $103K

on ads.

So let’s talk about the mindset shift - because this is an

important lesson for e-commerce store owners. 

 

Too many people are focused solely on what I call

“Day 1 ROAS”. What that means is that they want to

make as big of a return on Day 1 and won’t scale unless

So how did we get from being pretty geeked out about

crossing six-figures in sales to doing this in January 2019?

The answer is that we
decided to SCALE! 

they can keep that same level of return - which in most

cases is impossible. 

When we were spending between $10K-$20K a month

we were able to consistently get 300-350% ROAS. When

we scaled up to $100K a month in spend now we

typically get between 200-225% ROAS. So if you are

looking at it strictly from a “Day 1” perspective you may

be wondering why anyone would ever want to scale. 

 

When things are working well - scaling is important for

lots of different reasons. Let’s talk about some of them.
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More Sales Allow You to
Put More Money Into Your
Business

You are Making Your
Business More Valuable
in the Long Run 

The difference between  when CurlMix® was doing

$20K in sales compared to when they were doing

$100K and now $250K+ is MASSIVE.

With that extra cash flow, they can afford to hire new

team members, introduce new product lines, get

access to more capital, and get better prices on

products. This doesn’t happen if you aren’t open to

scaling. 

Customers are always an asset - especially when you

have your backend marketing in place. It will always be

cheaper to get an existing customer to buy again than

it is to acquire a new customer. Imagine that on big

sales such as Black Friday, you know that 15% of your

previous buyers will purchase for an average order

value (AOV) of $50. A buyers list of 1,000 is worth

$7,500 in that scenario while a buyers list of 10,000 is

worth $75,000! If you are running numerous sales like

this per sale ( and you should)...that equals a boatload

of extra sales.

You Begin to Take More of
The Market Share 
When other advertisers are spending more money than

you - that means they are giving themselves more

chances to acquire the customers that you want to

acquire. If someone buys one of your competitor's

products yesterday - chances are slim that they are

going to be interested in buying your product today.

You Make It Harder For
Smaller Brands to
Compete 
Being in business isn’t always about being warm and

fuzzy. In most cases - your competition doesn’t want to

see you succeed - especially if it is at their expense.

When you understand the value of scaling...you start to

make it tougher for those competing with you. If your

brand can afford to pay $50 to acquire a customer

because you have things dialed in and your competi-

tion can only pay $25 - you have a massive advantage.

You have the ability to make it hard for them to reach

their customers because they aren’t going to be

comfortable with the cost of “playing the game”. 

Makes Your Business More
Sellable
Think you may be interested in making a seven or

eight-figure exit? Good luck if your customer list is

five-figures or less and you aren’t adding thousands of

new customers a month. That is impossible if you don’t

embrace scaling. 
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So now that we hopefully all have aspirations to scale bigger and better than ever. The problem most people have

even if they want to scale is figuring out how much they should start spending. Knowing your numbers is absolutely

critical here. If you scale blindly just because you fall in love with the allure - you are putting your business in a

precarious place.  

 

The answer to the question is simple. You should scale as long as your margins allow you to do so. 

If your Facebook Ads are barely breaking even at $100/day, then you would be foolish to start spending $1,000/day.

However, if you are spending $100/day and your ROAS is 1000% then that is a sign that you are leaving lots of

money on the table by not scaling. 

 

Want access to the e-commerce scaling calculator that we use to determine if our clients should scale and if so by

how much money?                     and we will send it via Facebook Messenger.

H O W  D O  Y O U
K N O W  W H E N  T O
S C A L E  

https://m.me/terryfosterconsulting?ref=w4974346
https://m.me/terryfosterconsulting?ref=w4974346

https://m.me/terryfosterconsulting?ref=w4974346
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Once we made the decision to scale hard it was critical

that we knew what “success” looks like. The only way

that is possible is by knowing your numbers.

We knew that with CurlMix ® ’s cost of goods sold

(COGS), shipping, and overhead that getting to 200%

ROAS was a solid number for us.  

 

At our agency, we only want to partner with brands that

can actually make money if they are hitting 200% at

scale. What that number means is the business has

their ish together. If a company is paying too much for

products, spending too much on overhead that isn’t

adding to their bottom line, and doesn’t have their

backend marketing in place to increase the customer

LTV...then “only” getting a 200% likely won’t be good

enough. 

With CurlMix ®  they had a solid foundation in place and

they understand the concept of the lifetime value of a

customer (LTV)...which in my experience maybe only

10-15% of e-commerce business owners truly

understand and even fewer embrace. 

 

Let’s do a little math to see if I can properly explain the

importance of LTV. Let’s imagine that you have an AOV

of $50. You have a repeat customer rate of 20% since

your product is consumable. If 80% of the people buy

once, 10% of the people buy twice, 5% of the people 

buy three times, 2.5% of the people buy 4 times, and

2.5% of the people buy 5 times - then the lifetime value

of your customer is $150! So if someone said “hey if you

give me $30 to have this customer that over the next

year will pay you $150” - would you take that deal?  

 

You are probably thinking “of course I would take the

deal!”. However - what happens is that when your cost

per acquisition (CPA) rises from $20 to $30 when

scaling - a lot of business owners tend to get

conservative and actually rather keep the $20 CPA at a 

ow spend as opposed to the $30 CPA at a higher 

pend - even though in the long run paying $30 to

acquire a customer worth $150 is beneficial to your

business. 

 

Another thing to keep in mind when setting your target

goals in Facebook is the fact that running paid traffic has

a tendency to “lift all tides”. So what is being reported in

Facebook is likely going to be considerably less than

what is showing up in your Shopify store - even when

Facebook Ads are your only paid traffic source.  

CurlMix ®  now has an AOV of about $62...which means

we are perfectly happy with “just” a 200% on Day 1

because we know that our actual LTV is much higher

than that. 

O U R  O B J E C T I V E
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You can’t spend $100K+ a month profitably and consistently

without a solid foundation. What I am going to share now is

one that we have had good success with. There are lots of

different ways to skin a cat - so by no means am I saying

this is the only way. 

 

One of the things that any advanced Facebook

Advertisers recognize is the fact that marketing to

people at different “temperatures” in a sales funnel is

critical. What that means is that how you speak to a

potential customer that has never heard of or engaged

with your brand is completely different than how you

should speak to someone that has visited your website,

initiated a checkout, or made a purchase.

The foundation that we use looks like this…   

What we did here was create a Campaign Budget

Optimization (CBO) campaign and put 6 ad sets inside.

Those ad sets were lookalikes on lifetime value (LTV)

of a customer list 5%-10%. We then placed our ads

within those ad sets.  

Our goal here is to drive engagement. You can see

that we paid less than half of penny per

engagement - which is a good cost if the ad is a

video (anything less than .005 and you have a strong ad).  

The campaign did ultimately create 22 purchases

which allowed us to recoup 43% of the spend.

Our target ROAS for our COLD temperature is just

25%...so we actually exceeded that goal.

However - the most important thing here isn’t

ROAS...the important thing is driving cheap

engagements on your ads that are connected to

your ads that are going out to warmer traffic. 

The amount of budget that we aim for the COLD

temperature when spending $100K+ a month is

between 5-10% of the overall budget. This is scary

for a lot of people because there is a chance you

can see 0 purchases on this campaign - but believe

me, it will help make your other ads more profitable.

The purpose here is to generate awareness and to test

audiences and creatives as cheaply as possible.

This works because the CPM (cost per 1000

impressions) will always be cheaper with campaigns

such as Page Post Engagement (PPE) or

Video View (VV). It is important to understand the

primary goal here isn’t ROAS…the goal is to determine

which audiences and ads show the potential to hit our

top of funnel (TOF) KPI such as cost per click,

click through rate, cost per engagement, etc.

What also happens is that the ads will start to

accumulate some engagement which can then help

them start faster once they are promoted to the

COOL campaign. If a brand has solid written content

then traffic could also be sent there. It is critical that

exclusions are properly leveraged here…anyone

seeing these ads should be engaging with the

brand for the first time.  

 

So let’s breakdown what the heck these different

temperatures mean: 

T H E  F O U N D A T I O N

COLD

 PPE, Video Views 

 Interests, Behaviors, Demographics, Lookalikes

Purchasers - Last 180

Engagers - Last 180

Website Visitors - Last 180

Video Viewers - Last 180

Campaign Objective:

Audiences:

Excludes:  

Default 

Optimization:  
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The purpose here is to start pushing people into your warm/hot audiences while also making a decent return in the

process. The Return on Ad Spend (ROAS) is the most important metric…but metrics such as Cost Per Add to Cart and

Cost Per Initiated Checkout are also very important. The ads that are being used should have already passed our

initial screening by graduating from the COLD campaign. We  want to ensure that people further down the funnel

aren’t seeing these ads - so excluding people that added to the cart, initiated checkout or already purchased is critical. 

What that means is that we probably could have had an overall higher ROAS for the account if we limited spend on the COOL

temperature, but acquiring customers at the prospecting phase at just around your target CPA ($30 per purchase) is not the end

of the world. 

Since this campaign has the most spend...it will also need the most attention. During the month, we ran ads to 10 different

campaigns. Within those campaigns, we typically aim to include 10 of our best audiences. For CurlMix ® , we have a few

interest-based audiences that treat us well and the remainders are lookalikes based off of things such as: Purchasers LTV,

Purchasers, Engagers, Video Viewers, Initiate Checkouts, People Viewing Products Multiple Times, etc. So the mix is typically

60%-70% lookalikes and 30-40% interest based. 

In terms of campaign specifics - we use a mixture of CBO optimizations and ad set level optimization. Our workhorse was a

CBO campaign that had a daily budget as high as $1,600/day and a ROAS of 180%.  

Managing high spend is definitely easier when you have big budgets - so our default is to aim big. At the ad set level we typically

are working with budgets between $50-$150 per ad set. The crazy thing is that based on what Facebook tells you, it actually

needs to properly optimize ( 50 conversions a week) our daily ad set budgets for this account should be about $215 per day.  

We have a full dedicated section talking about creative strategy but just know at this temperature you will have a lot of

different types of ads in place!

COOL

 Conversion 

  Interests, Behaviors, Lookalikes,

Video Views 50% and below, FB Engagers,

IG Engagers, Website Visitors Over 14 

  Purchasers - Last 180

Add to Cart - Last 30

Initiate Checkout - Last 30

Website Visitors Last 14

View Content Last 14

Video Views 50% and above 

Campaign Objective:

Audiences:

Excludes:  

  Purchases 

Optimization:  
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The purpose here is to start cashing in. The ROAS is pretty much the only metric that we truly care about.

These are people that have been “touched” multiple times - so we would expect our conversion rate for

this segment to be higher than it is for the COOL segment. For the ad copy…we want to make sure that we

are being strong with our call-to-actions and we want to have a pulse on what objections may have

stopped these people from moving further down the funnels…so we can work on overcoming them.

The size of the audiences are going to start to get smaller….so make sure you have a lot of different

creatives.

Now things should be starting to pick up. Our target spend for WARM traffic is about 20% of the overall

budget. We knew that our target ROAS number was 250% for these campaigns. 

Unfortunately, we did fall a bit short of that number. 

You thought image ads were dead, didn’t ya? Honestly - this was a big surprise to us as well. We fell in love with video ads

and forgot that images can be just as effective - if done properly. The key here is that we were willing to TEST. Never make

assumptions off of feelings - find out what the data says. 

 

This is the first phase which we start to introduce discounts. We don’t do it on every single ad but we do sprinkle them in to

see how they perform. If offering a discount gets us the sale at this phase - then we are totally cool with that.

W
A

R
M

The great thing about this system is that if one temperature 

s off a bit then one of the others can pick it up - which is

what happened for us. It is important to establish these

target ROAS goals because you can then start to easily

figure out which ads need your attention. When we saw that

our WARM ads weren’t doing what we needed them to

do - we started to put more attention on those ads to get

the number up as best as we could. 

 

You do see that the CPA is about 23% cheaper than what

it is for the COOL campaigns which is what we would expect. 

 

For the campaigns here we use a mix of CBO, Ad Se

Budgets, and DPA ads. Our workhorse campaign here was

actually an Image campaign! 

 Conversion 

Visitors 14 days and under

View Content 14 days and under

Top Website Visitors Last 180

Video Views 50% and over

Viewed Products 10+ 

 Purchasers - Last 180

Add to Cart - Last 30

Initiate Checkout - Last 30 

Campaign Objective:

Audiences:

Excludes:  

  Purchases 

Optimization:  
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  This should be where the bacon is fried.

The conversion rate and ROAS should be significantly

higher than both the COOL and WARM audiences.

Dynamic Product Ad (DPA) campaigns will do a lot of

the heavy lifting but we can also use traditional

retargeting campaigns as well. The ad copy should

always leverage scarcity, urgency, and discounts

wherever possible. Audience sizes here are typically

very small…so having a bank of creatives is important.

There should be a strategy around how these ads are

structured…for example for people that Initiated a

Checkout but didn’t buy in the last 48 hours show

them an ad that induces scarcity and urgency but

doesn’t give a discount, between days 3-5 have an

ad that looks to overcome objection 1 and offers a

discount, on days 6-10 have an ad that looks like

overcome objection 1 and objection 2 and has a bigger

discount…etc. Campaign 

So it did what we needed it to do...and picked up some slack from the

warm campaign! Looking back at it - we drastically underspent at this

temperature. We only spent 5.5% of the budget here instead of 15% that

we aimed for. Now there are many reasons that could happen but in

this case I think that we just needed to incorporate another campaign.

We relied pretty much solely on our Dynamic Product Ads (DPA)

campaign to do the heavy lifting (that is the one with the ROAS of 425%).  

Our go to second fiddle in the HOT temperature is typically a Messenger

retargeting campaign using Manychat. This actually most times

outperforms our DPA campaign - but Facebook switched things up on us.

Before we were able to run a campaign that said “comment CURLS if you

want us to slide in your DM with a coupon code”. Then we would get them

on our Manychat list (very valuable) and then we would have the bot send

over the code. It worked great - that is until it didn’t. Facebook started to

frown upon running ads that ask someone to make a specific

comment - which limited the success of this campaign. 

We will now supplement our HOT campaigns with more video and images

campaigns - just like we do for WARM. 

We always offer some kind of discount here. If you have a consumable

product that has a high probability of being ordered again and you believe

in your brand and you know you provide a good buying experience - then

you should be willing to at minimum give a 20% off discount to acquire a

new customer. Think about it if your Customer LTV is $150...is giving $10 off

a $50 order worth it in the long run? Brands 

that are stingy with discounts to attract first-time customers don’t

understand or embrace the LTV of a customer. 

If you don’t have a consumable product and people really don’t need

to buy again - then I wouldn’t make the discount as high. 

In order to get these kinds of numbers in the HOT campaigns - you must

be willing to sweeten the deal via a discount. 

The amount of budget that should be allocated to this

phase is around 15-20% of the overall budget. Since you

are spending a good amount of coin you should be

able to feed these buckets enough to spend that

budget consistently. For CurlMix ®  we knew we

needed to hit a target ROAS of 350% for our HOT traffic.

Here is how we did… 

HOT

 Conversion 

Add to Cart

Added Payment Information

Initiate Checkout 

 Purchasers - Last 180 

Campaign Objective:

Audiences:

Excludes:  

  Purchases 

Optimization:  
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 The purpose of this segment is to try to increase the

LTV of your customers as quickly as possible.

These are people that have just recently bought…so

the ad copy should acknowledge that and then aim to

make them feel acknowledged and appreciated.

This is a good time to get aggressive with discounts

(hey you bought X and we know that you would also

love Y - here is a new customer discount that is only

good for the next 72 hours). The audiences will be small

but you don’t need a ton of different ads here…you just

need a few very good ones. 

You then tell Facebook that you want to show an ad for shampoos if they

purchased a conditioner within the last 30 days but didn’t buy a shampoo. 

That’s all there is to it. For the ad copy it is typically really short and

sweet - “hey I bet you are loving your CurlMix ®  conditioner - your curls

would pop even more if you added the shampoo to your regiment!”.

Done 

Lots of people leave this out of their foundation - not us.

We aim to spend about 5% of the budget on this

temperature. For our target ROAS we were looking for

300%. 

We just hit our mark...which is always cool. 

We rely primarily on Cross-Sells for this temperature.

In order to do this you need to select “Catalog Sales”

as your objective (which means you need to have a

product catalog). 

 

From there here is how it works. You can create a

product set that features your shampoos

FIRE

 Catalog Sales, Conversion 

Purchases Last 30 

  None 

Campaign Objective:

Audiences:

Excludes:  

  Purchases 

Optimization:  
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The purpose of this segment is to encourage repeat

purchases from our existing list. Upsells and cross-sells

can work here…also knowing when people typically run

out of a consumable product can be important

information. If there are email campaigns being ran…win

back campaigns can be created to help boost their efforts.   

This is the last temperature. We aim to spend about 5%

of the budget here. Our target ROAS is also 300%. 

WINBACK

 Catalog Sales, Conversion 

Purchases Last 180

Exclude Last 30 

Campaign Objective:

Audiences:

Excludes:  

  Purchases 

Optimization:  

We hit pay dirt with this one at a healthy 458%. Our

spend was much lower than what we would hope though.  

At this temperature, you have a lot of different

campaign types at your disposal. The main focus is

doing whatever you can to get someone to come back

and buy again. If they haven’t bought in 30 days...offering

a discount isn’t a bad idea. If you are running special

promos throughout the month you want to incorporate

them into your winback campaigns - which will have a

have probability of being profitable for you. 

Told you spending $100K
profitably is going to take
some work! 
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Creative Strategy Custom Thumbnails

Images

Visual Disruption -
Standing Out In the News
Feed

Testing

Refreshing & Burn Out

When you are spending $100K+ month having great

creatives isn’t optional - it is a MUST! Facebook seems

to be fixated on taking control of a lot of the “technical”

aspects of Facebook - which means that sooner rather

than later the only thing advertisers will need to focus

on is developing great creative strategies. 

This section of the case study is written by Nikki Davis

who is TFC’s Senior Account Manager and is the

mastermind behind our creative strategy. 

Custom thumbnails are now a must. Back in the day,

FB would autoplay video. But now someone needs to

stop and click on your video to watch it.

Custom thumbnails are now the difference between

someone scrolling by and stopping and watching your

video.  

 

When making thumbnails, we try to use visual

disruption to make our thumbnails stand out in the

timeline and get people to click. The principles below

will all apply to custom thumbnails. 

Images still work!  

 We like to take a still image from a video and retarget

that to people who have watched more than 50% of the

videos. Sometimes we pair that with a discount to

sweeten the deal.  

 

We also use images to get cheaper results to ‘win back’

people who have already purchased. They already

know CurlMix ®  and love their products, so there’s no

need to target them with more expensive video ads.

We use the following to make our images and

thumbnails stand out in the News Feed.

It has been our goal to test, at the very least, one new

creative a week. We have a bank of copy, images, and

video that we are always adding to and pulling from.  

 

If we do not have new video or images to work with

from time to time, then we come up with something

new from preexisting videos. This can be done by

editing two or more previous videos together, splicing

videos and static images, by adding copy to existing

video clips, and so on and so on. 

 

We always want to be refreshing the creatives in the

account, as we have seen new creative assets

‘burn out’ in 2-3 weeks. They’ll perform well, but then

slowly start to fizzle out after about 3 weeks and then

we can get a lot less use out of them.  

 

We can still run those creatives at a small budget, but

we typically cannot throw even half as much budget at

those creatives. 
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Yellow

Primary Colors

We use yellow a lot in our thumbnails to make them POP out at the viewers in their News Feed. Not only is it bright and

attention grabbing, but there’s not a lot of yellow on in the News Feed, so it’s extra attention grabbing.  

 

Plenty of brands want to stay visually consistent, minimal, and beautiful. While we want that, we also want to make sales.

And you have to be noticed to make sales.  

 

Yellow is also the opposite to blue on the color wheel, and most brands use blue in their graphics. Therefore, by using yellow

alone, we are standing out in a sea of blue logos and graphics on the News Feed. 

The image to the left is an image we use to retarget

purchasers and people who have watched the video

that the model was in originally.  

 

The bright primary colors and simplicity allows for a

viewer to not only pay attention to it, but also to under-

stand that this gel, plus water, will make your hair curly

in less than a second. Sometimes on FB, you only

have a second to communicate to your distracted

audiences.
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Arrows and Pointing

Texts
We generally see the best results when we put text

into thumbnails, but sometimes we try without it as well. 

For the thumbnail on the left, the arrow and eye

emojis are drawing the viewer’s eyes to her

curly hair, and it’s implied that the serum

helped her achieve her curls. We made the

text yellow so that it will pop out, and overall

be more noticeable on News Feed.  
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Emoji Video 

Banner Text on Top and
Bottom

Ending Call-to-Action (CTA)

Make the product glow

Emojis are a universal, easy to understand form of

communication.They are easy to process.

They also carry with them a friendly, almost intimate

feel, as we use the same emojis with our loved ones

and friends.  

 

My favorites to use are the heart face and eye emojis.  

 

   Use Square Video 1080 x 1080 

 

It takes up more real estate on the News Feed, and

also works well for Instagram ads. 

Vertical video is currently being prioritized by Facebook.

I like it because it takes up the most real estate on the

timeline, and it’s easy to cram a lot of information into a

shorter amount of time with how much space you are

allowed.

This allows to transform 1920 x 1080 videos into a

square format, and not have to tinker around or cut off

any part of the video.  

 

Placing a message here will drive in the point to the

viewer as they watch the video of the product working. 

End each video with a call-to-action, and a pointer emoji

or arrow pointing to either the CTA button on FB

placements, or swipe up for IG placements. 

    Vertical Video 1080 x 1920 

Outlining the product in yellow is a great way to not

only make it pop, but also to add in some yellow if you

otherwise can’t add an image or thumbnail
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Copy: 
Questions, make them say
yes: 

Points

Make it easy to read

End with a clear
call-to-action

Emojis

We typically hook the reader in with a question. 

Sometimes we include a question within the body of

the copy. We want them to keep thinking ‘yes!’ to our

product. 

We love to list out all the benefits of products in a clear

and easily digestible bullet points. It makes it quick and

easy to communicate when there are multiple benefits

to a product.  

 

We have found the check mark emoji to be the most

effective with this.  

 

We use long copy, with plenty of breaks to make it

easier to read. People find it harder to read through

big chunks of text. 

We end copy with a CTA and an emoji pointing to a

link. The CTA is usually formed as a question

For example:  ‘Want curls that will last?” 

As stated before, emojis are universal and easy to

understand. They bring in an extra dimension into

communication.  They are noticeable.  They also

invoke a familiar, trusting and friendly feeling. 

Video Quality -
Texture vs. Polish

You DO NOT need ultra high quality video to sell. In fact,

I think high quality video comes off as lacking

authenticity and is less credible. People go to social

media for REAL stuff, not highly  polished infomercial

type content.  

 

Video from phones on Facebook come across as

authentic and have a ‘phone to phone’ feel to them, as

most people who are watching your video will be on

their phones as well. I call this ‘texture,’ and we have

found that this comes off as very trustworthy and

authentic.  
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Notice how the second one has special

characteristics? We use coolsymbol.com to copyand

`paste those special characters. 

Special Characters

Hopefully this section got your wheels spinning

about the creative strategy for your account!

While following best practices is smart, what’s even

smarter is TESTING. A way to cheaply test the

potential of a creative is by throwing it in a Page Post

Engagement campaign. We have found out that if

you have a video ad in a PPE campaign, the magic

number is .005. That means if you can get

engagements for half of a penny - that ad has a good

chance of winning. If you are looking for some

inspiration - Facebook makes it really easy now.

With a few clicks of your mouse you can see what

ads the most successful brands in your space are

running! Just go to their page, click “Info and Ads”,

and whoop there it is. Want to take a look at some

of the brands ads that we have in our swipe file?

                   and we will send it via Facebook

Messenger.  

 

Success with Facebook Ads will sooner rather than

later be dictated entirely by creatives - so make sure

that you read over this section a few times. 

Creative Summary 

Want AH-MAZING curls? How about cutting your

washday time in half? We are not playing!  

Our Pure Flaxseed Gels are handmade with 100%

natural flaxseed gel and organic oils.

You won't find this high-quality gel anywhere else!

Our collection of Flaxseed Gels can help with: 

    Repairing damaged hair

    Softening hair

    Moisturizing hair

    Hair growth

    Strengthening hair 

Copy 1

One hair gel that makes ALL hair types

sha-!  � Plus its 100% natural and handmade.  � 🍳

You won’t find quality, organic handmade flaxseed

gel in stores. It’s gotta be mixed by hand,

with love - hence our name CurlMix ® . Flaxseed gel

naturally leaves you with lightweight, soft &

touchable curls. That means NO ��r�u�n�c�h�, NO

c�h�e�m�i�c�a�l�s�, NO f�l�a�k�i�n�g�. Grab yours

now, because you’re gonna love running your fingers 

through your soft, touchable curls

�   bit.ly/lemonflaxseedgel  

Copy 2

Love the look of ultra defined curls, but hate how gel

leaves them crunchy and flaky? �  Flaxseed is nature’s

solution!  🌾 Flaxseed gel leaves curls and coils of ALL

hair types ULTRA defined, but without the crunch and

flakes of other gels.  ➰ 

How? 

💦  Flaxseed gel is naturally moisturizing and

super gentle on the hair cuticle, which reduces frizz

and locks in definition. Our pure Flaxseed gel is hand

made in small batches, 100% REAL, and natural. 

	 Want to get ultra defined, yet soft and supple curls

with NO CRUNCH and NO FLAKES? Grab yours here 


   bit.ly/SoftDefinedCurls

Copy 3
https://m.me/terryfosterconsulting?ref=w4974346
https://m.me/terryfosterconsulting?ref=w4974346

https://m.me/terryfosterconsulting?ref=w4974346
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With this much ad spend you definitely want to make

sure that you are properly monitoring, analyzing, and

optimizing the data! 

 

Our biggest monitoring mechanism is our Daily Key

Performance Indicators (KPI) report.

Every morning, we receive a report that tells us what

the ad spend and ROAS was for the previous day.

We do not get too in our feelings about what we call 

day to day” data - but this report is  vital because it

allows us to quickly get a pulse on how things are

trending. If the account shows up Green

(aka our Hit List) pretty consistently...then we know we

are on pace to hit our goal. If on the other hand we see

an account continuously showing up as Red...then we

know that we need to seek new strategies on how we

can improve. 

 

Another report that we leverage is a Weekly Report.

The Weekly Report gives us more information about

the actual data within the account. For example...how

are different age ranges performing, how are different

placements performing, how are different states

performing, etc. Sometimes you can find valuable

nuggets that can help your performance

Our most critical optimization tool would definitely be

the use of automated rules. If you are trying to manage

this much spend without automated rules  - bless your

heart. You can use automated rules via Facebook’s

native rules or you can use a more sophisticated and

costly tool such as RevealBot. 

 

What this allows you to do is make sure that bad ad

sets/ads are getting paused before wasting too much

money and good ad sets are aggressively scaled.  . 

 

We set up our rules based on our different

temperatures. So for example an ad set that has a

200% in our COOL campaigns is great and would

warrant looking to scale whereas an ad set in the HOT

campaign that has a 200% would likely be a candidate

to get paused.  

 

If you get your automated rules dialed in, it will save

you a lot of time and also give you peace of mind. 

 

When we discuss the performance of the account, we

do so by looking at the data for specific temperatures.

As stated above - each individual temperature has their

own target goals. So if we see that the COOL

campaigns are hitting their goal but the WARM

campaigns are not, that means that the most

immediate attention will be given to trying to improve

our WARM campaigns.  

 

One thing that you want to be wary of is cutting off

things too early. Typically for this account, we let an

ad spend at least $90 which is about 3x our desired

CPA before calling it a loser.  

 

You also need to be on the lookout for delayed

attribution. You could turn an ad set off today that was

well below KPI, but when you take a look a week later

that same ad set could be above KPI. This happens

when someone sees your ad on Tuesday, and then says

I am going to wait until payday on Friday to buy. If that

scenario happens then the credit for the sale is going

to be giving to Tuesday and not Friday. We use an

automated rule in RevealBot to make sure that good

ad sets with delayed attribution are automatically

turned back on for us. 

Monitoring, Analyzing,
and Optimizing
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Now it is time to talk about

the actual results of our efforts!  

 

When it was all said and done,

we hit our spend goal of at

least $100,000. 

Now you may be thinking...WOW they hit 200% right on

the dot! Actually - we hit closer to 214% ROAS.

Those red squares that are highlighted under the OCU

columns is what I like to call the icing on the cake.  

 

One Click Upsell (OCU) and it is a Shopify app that

allows you to create post purchase upsells.

That means when someone buys from

CurlMix ®  - we then immediately offer them up to 3

upsells and up to 1 downsell. As you can see - as crazy

as it sounds there are 6 people that actually said YES

to all 3 of the upsells offers haha. 

 

What this allowed us to do was create an additional

$11,438 in sales which lifts our ROAS from 200% to

 

  

We also hit our ROAS goal of

at least 200%. 

The Results 

214% - which is a big deal. Let that sink in - if we

didn’t offer the upsells we would have lost out on

generating an extra $11K. 

 

If you want more information about how this app

as well as some of the others we use                     to 

get it                        and we will send it via Facebook

Messenger. 

 As I stated in an earlier section - the actual amount

of sales generated for the store is considerably more

than what Facebook is reporting even though

Facebook makes up 98% of the paid media buying

ad spend. 

https://m.me/terryfosterconsulting?ref=w4974346
https://m.me/terryfosterconsulting?ref=w4974346

https://m.me/terryfosterconsulting?ref=w4974346

https://m.me/terryfosterconsulting?ref=w4974346
https://m.me/terryfosterconsulting?ref=w4974346

https://m.me/terryfosterconsulting?ref=w4974346
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There is no way that we would
have been able to put up
these results without a solid
conversion rate.
As you can see below we 

converted 4,331 of our 105,584
clicks into purchases - which
is a totally respectable
conversion rate of 4.1%. 
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         your store isn’t converting at least 3% at scale, you are likely going

         to have a tough time finding success - unless your AOV is much

higher. 

 

To increase conversion rate, we rely mostly on creating standalone landing

pages via software such as Zipify Pages and Funnel Builder. If you are 

nterested in finding out more about those tools just                      and we will

send it via Facebook Messenger. 

Another key metric here is the AOV of roughly $60. When you scale, things

such as cost per click is likely to increase...so one way to combat that is

working on your average order value. 

 

When we first started in May you can see below that our AOV ($43.26) and

our conversion rate (1.56%) was nowhere near what it is now. 

If

https://m.me/terryfosterconsulting?ref=w4974346
https://m.me/terryfosterconsulting?ref=w4974346

https://m.me/terryfosterconsulting?ref=w4974346
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If you have learned anything from all of this -
it should be that no matter what, success will
take time and it will take testing. 
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How Can You Be Like
CurlMix ® ? 
Hopefully you are now inspired to take action and

transform your business with Facebook Ads just like

CurlMix ®  did! 

 With hard work and dedication it can definitely be

done - but there are no shortcuts to success. 

 CurlMix ®  already had an exceptional brand and vision

in place before ever partnering with us. Their store

looked like a store that was capable of doing $250K+

months. If you had an intern build your store on

WordPress because you didn’t think that investing in

Shopify was worth it - then you don’t have a store that

is capable of doing $250K+ months (most likely). 

 CurlMix ®  also makes sure that we have whatever we

need. If we tell them - we need 20 videos a month to

be successful - they are going to find and pay to get

those 20 videos created. If we let them know that we

need a Shopify app and they are going to need to pay

for it - the response is always “done.” 

 CurlMix ®  also puts their trust in the experts. They

don’t ask to review ads, they don’t micromanage the

account, they don’t schedule meetings every week to

talk about performance, they aren’t freaking out when

we have bad days (yes - we do have bad days). Instead,

they know they are paying us to do a job - and they

trust us and they trust the process.  

 

All of our most successful clients have these exact

same characteristics.  
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https://m.me/terryfosterconsulting?ref=w4974346
https://m.me/terryfosterconsulting?ref=w4974346

https://m.me/terryfosterconsulting?ref=w4974346

Conclusion
I sincerely hope that you found IMMENSE value in this case study. My team and I worked super hard to make this as

EPIC as we possibly could!  

 

I understand that for some of you this content may not totally resonate at the moment...and that is okay.

Bookmark this case study - and circle back to it when the time feels right. We tried to create this case study as

evergreen as possible - which means that even when Facebook algorithms change (and they will) or even when the

cost to advertise on Facebook goes up (and they will too) the majority of this information will still be relevant. 

 I would like to give a very heartfelt THANK YOU to Kim and Tim from CurlMix ®  for allowing us to create this case

study for public consumption. Lots of clients wouldn’t be okay with us being so open and transparent with their

account - but they gave us their blessing to do just that. Definitely go check them out at  www.curlmix.com  - they

have awesome products and they are awesome people that deserve every bit of success that they have obtained. 

 

Last and certainly not least - I want to give a very heartfelt THANK YOU to YOU. This was not a quick and easy read.

If you are reading this right now that likely means you invested a good chunk of time reading this case study

(or you just skipped straight to the end) and that is something I don’t take for granted.  

 If you want to get access to the following items listed in the above case study...then please                       and we will

send it via Facebook Messenger. 

→ 9 Money Making Shopify Apps

→ E-commerce Scaling Calculator

→ Creative Swipe File 

 

If you want to get in touch with us, leave feedback, or make sure that you don’t miss any other valuable content we

drop use the information below

That’s all folks! Now go and make greatness happen! 


